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An explicit right inverse of the divergence operator 
which is continuous in weighted norms
by
Ricardo G. Duran (Victoria) and 
Maria Amelia Muschietti (La Plata)
Dedicated to the memory of our great teacher Alberto P. Calderon 
who showed us the beauty and power of Real Analysis
Abstract. The existence of a continuous right inverse of the divergence operator in 
Wq ,p(S7)n, 1 < p < oo, is a well known result which is basic in the analysis of the Stokes 
equations. The object of this paper is to show that the continuity also holds for some 
weighted norms. Our results are valid for 12 C Rn a bounded domain which is star-shaped 
with respect to a ball B C 12. The continuity results are obtained by using an explicit so­
lution of the divergence equation and the classical theory of singular integrals of Calderon 
and Zygmund together with general results on weighted estimates proven by Stein. The 
weights considered here are of interest in the analysis of finite element methods. In par­
ticular, our result allows us to extend to the three-dimensional case the general results on 
uniform convergence of finite element approximations of the Stokes equations.
1. Introduction. A basic result for the theoretical and numerical anal­
ysis of the Stokes equations in a bounded domain it C B" is the existence of 
a continuous right inverse of the divergence as an operator from the Sobolev 
space into the space ¿o(12) of functions in L2(12) with vanishing
mean value. In other words, given a function f E Lq(12), the problem is to 
find a solution u G //(') (T2)" of the equation
(1.1) div u = f in 12
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such that
(I-2) llullHg(ST!n - CII/IIl2^)
where, here and throughout the paper, the letter C denotes a generic con­
stant.
Several arguments have been given to prove this result. For example, 
if the domain has a smooth boundary or if it is a convex polygon then the 
existence of u can be proven by using a priori estimates for elliptic equations. 
Indeed, taking v E //1 (42) as the solution of the Neumann problem
—Av = f in 42, 
dv/dn = 0 on dil, 
we see that u = Vv satisfies the equation (1.1) and, from the a priori 
estimates for (1.3) (see [10, 12]), it follows that HuH^q^n < C\\f\\L2^. 
Although u is not in 22^(12)” it is not difficult to modify it by adding a 
divergence free vector function in order to impose the homogeneous bound­
ary conditions and to obtain u satisfying (1.1) and also (1.2) (see [5, 11, 3, 
13]). This argument cannot be applied for a nonsmooth domain since the 
solution of the Neumann problem (1.3) is not in general in //2(42) and so u 
will not be in H1(42).
If 12 is a nonconvex polygon, solutions of (1.1) satisfying (1.2) were con­
structed in [2]. The argument in that paper is based on solving the Poisson 
equation in a larger smooth domain in order to obtain a u as before. Then 
the modification to impose the boundary conditions requires trace theorems 
for nonconvex polygons which were developed in [2].
More generally, the result can be proven for a Lipschitz domain in R” 
using several approaches. One possibility is to look at the dual problem. 
Indeed, by standard functional analysis arguments it can be seen [17] that 
the existence of u satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) is equivalent to the existence of 
a constant C such that for all q E Lq(42),
(1-4) lkllL2(i?) < C’l|VQ||H-i(i2)n-
This inequality can be proven for a Lipschitz domain by using compact­
ness arguments. The first and most technical part of the proof is to show 
that, for any q E L2(f2),
lkllL2(i?) ~ IkllR-qr?) + IIWllH-qr?)";
then the existence of C such that (1.4) holds follows from this equivalence 
of norms upon arguing by contradiction and using the compactness of the 
inclusion of L2(f2) in // 1 (42) (see [14] for details).
A different argument is to construct an explicit solution of (1.1) satisfying
(1.2) by means of an integral operator. This has been done in [4],
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The object of this work is to prove that there exist solutions of (1.1) 
satisfying weighted estimates analogous to (1.2).
Our results hold for domains 12 which are star-shaped with respect to a 
ball B C 12. As in [4], the solution u will be defined by means of an integral 
operator.
We will show that the derivatives of u can be written in terms of a singu­
lar integral operator of the Calderon-Zygmund type acting on the right hand 
side /, and that consequently the weighted estimates can be derived from 
general results on the continuity of singular integral operators in weighted 
norms.
Our proof is also valid for the general case of Lp(12), 1 < p < oo. However, 
for the sake of clarity, we will write the weighted estimates only for p = 2.
Weighted a priori estimates are a well known tool for the analysis of 
uniform convergence of finite element methods (see for example [8]). In par­
ticular, the result obtained here allows one to generalize to three-dimensions 
the general error analysis given in [9] for finite element approximations of 
the Stokes equations.
(2-1)
2. Construction of the solution and the a priori estimate. Let
12 C R” be a bounded domain with diameter d. Take ai E C’q°(12) such that 
w I and define G = (Gi,..., Gn) as
G(a?,y) = \-Tfir(x~y')aj(y + ~—ds-
os \ s /
The following lemma gives a bound for G(x, y) that will be fundamental 
in our subsequent arguments.
Lemma 2.1. For y G 12 we have 
(2-2)
dn
Proof. Since w G C’((°(i2) it follows that the integrand in (2.1) vanishes 
whenever z = y + (x — y)/s 12. Therefore, since y G 12, we can restrict the 
integral defining G(x,y) to those values of s such that \z — y\ < d, that is, 
I® — y\/d < s, and (2.2) follows easily.
In the next lemma and its corollary we introduce an explicit right inverse 
of the divergence.
Lemma 2.2. For any fi G C((°(i2) we define fi = fiat. Then for y G 12 
we have
(fi -fifiy) = -\ G(x, y) • V<«®) dx.
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Proof. For y G i? we have
1
(fi-fifiy) = ^(y-^) ■^Hy + s(z-yfiiz(z') dsdz.
120
Interchanging the order of integration and making the change of variable 
x = y + s(z — y) we obtain
_ c r ' ( x —(fi-f>)(y) = J J -^j-(y-x) ■ Vfi(x) cviy -I---------J dxds.
The proof concludes by observing that we can again interchange the order 
of integration. Indeed, using the bound given in (2.2) for G, it is easy to see 
that the integral of the absolute value of the integrand is finite.
Corollary 2.1. Given f G Lx(i2) such that )Q./' 0 define
(2.3) u(x) = ^G(x,y) f(y)dy.
Then
div u = f in il.
Proof. For f> e we have
f(y)fi(y)dy = ^f(y)(fi-f)(y)dy 
i? i?
= - H f(y)G(x, y) ■ ^fi(x) dx dy.
ilii
Interchanging the order of integration, which can be done in view of (2.2), 
we obtain
J /(y)</>(y) dy = -\ • v</>(£) dx,
si si
which concludes the proof.
Up to this point, we have not imposed any condition on the domain 
12 other than boundedness. Assume now that c R" is star-shaped with 
respect to a ball B C 12 (i.e., for any z G B and any x G 12, the segment 
joining z and x is contained in 12). The following lemma shows that in this 
case the function u defined in (2.3) vanishes on dil.
Lemma 2.3. If Q is star-shaped with respect to a ball B and uj G Cf°(B), 
then G(x,y) = 0 for all x G dil and all y G 12. In particular, u defined as 
in (2.3) vanishes on dil.
Proof. For x G dil, y G 12 and any s G [0,1] we have z = y+(x — y)/s B. 
Otherwise, since 12 is star-shaped with respect to B, x = (1 — sfy + sz would 
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be in 12. Therefore, the result follows from the definition of G(x, y) if we 
recall that w G C^’(B').
We want to see that duj/dxi G Lp(fB) whenever / G Lp(fF), 1 < p < oo, 
and moreover, that there exists a constant C depending only on p and id 
such that < C’||/||Lp(i?).
For our subsequent arguments it is convenient to introduce the charac­
teristic function xn of 12. In this way, we will be able to work with operators 
defined on LP(R”). A function / G Lp(il') will be extended by zero outside 
of 1?.
In the next lemma we give an expression for duj/dxt in terms of /. In 
order to do that we introduce the singular integral operator
dG ■Tijg(y) = \vsi J xM^(x,y)g(x)dx
\y—ir|>£
and its adjoint
dC1Tijf(x) = lim J Xn(y)^(x,y)f(y)dy.
\y—x\>e
Later on, we will prove that the limit defining Tij exists and defines an 
operator which is bounded in Lp for 1 < p < oo. By duality, the same will 
be true for T*-.bJ
Lemma 2.4. We have
^-L=TXf + ^f tnG
where
iXijfy) = J ^ix(y + z')dz.
Rn I I
Proof. From the definition of Gj and using again (2.2) to interchange 
the order of integration we have, for any f E C’q°(I2),
Now, denoting by B(y,e) the ball with center at y and radius e, we have
(2.5) — Gj(x,y)^-(x') dx = — lim j Gj(x,y)^-(x') dx
C/Xf >o c/Xf
{dGI —X(x, y)(p(x} dx , OXi
\y—x\>e
- i G>(C.»W(C)^T7
dB(y,X)
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Now, we can decompose the integral on dB(y, e) in two parts:
dB(?/,e)
It is easy to see that II£ 0. Indeed, using the bound given in (2.2) for Gj 
and the fact that <p has bounded derivatives we deduce that there exists a 
constant C depending only on d, n and ||</>||w1-00^) such that
\II£\ < Ge.
On the other hand we have
" S Is = ~ S ¡J ) J ¡¿r ~ G + ds <K' 
Then, making the change of variables r = e/s and a = (C,—y)/s and denoting 
by E the unit sphere, we obtain
-lim 4 = #/) lim J ^(;j_yj)k^alL + r^y'\r—-drd(; 
dB(y,e) £ x '
oo
= </>(y) lim \ \ <7j<7iUj(y + ra)r'1 ' dr da
E e
oo
= <p(y) lim i i _|_ rf7jr"i dr. da
e^O J J a 2He11
= <Xy)lim ( ^uj(y +z)dz = <p(y)ajij(y).
e^O ■> \ZRn\B(0,e) 1 1
Putting this in (2.5) we conclude that, for y G 12,
- J Gj(x, y)^(xP dx = Tij(p{y) + iXij{y)(p{y\
which together with (2.4) yields the result.
Since ujij is a bounded function, in order to see the Lp boundedness of 
duj/dxi it is enough to show that the operator Ty is continuous in Lp. We 
will show that Tij is a singular integral operator of the Calderon-Zygmund 
type and so it is bounded in Lp for all 1 < p < oo.
Setting r]j(y, z) = ZjX'y + z) we deduce from (2.1) that
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dG ■Then the kernel y) and so the operator Tij can be decomposed
in two parts as follows:
=: Ki{y,x - y) + K2(y,x- y)
and
(2.6) ^=Ti+T2
with
TigG) = lim ( Kffy,x — y)g(x) dx for 1 = 1,2.
\y—x| >e
First, we will show that T2 defines a bounded operator in Lp for 1 < p < oo.
This will be a consequence of the bound for K2 given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5. We have
1 + d
n(2.7)
J-yl.oo^gn) min
Proof. From the definition of T]j we can see that
(2-8) <
Now, since suppw c B c if it follows that XnGlfpfG z/s) vanishes for 
\z\/s > d. In particular, the integral defining K2 can be restricted to those 
values of s such that s > \z\/d and from (2.8) we obtain
< (1 + d) Ml■
Therefore,
OO 1
K2(y,z)\ < (1 + d)M|Mi,TC(Rn) J ~dWids’ 
max{l,|z|/d}
which concludes the proof.
Corollary 2.2. The operator T2 is bounded in Lp for 1 < p < oo.
Proof. From (2.7) and the Holder inequality it follows that, for g E 
Lp(Rn), the integral defining T2 is absolutely convergent, and moreover there 
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exists a constant C depending on d, n, uj and p such that
|?25(y)| < ChHLP^n).
The proof concludes by observing that Tjg has compact support.
In view of the decomposition (2.6) and Corollary 2.2, it remains to ana­
lyze the continuity of the operator T\. With this goal in mind, we will show 
in the next two lemmas that |Ki(y,2)| < tfzj with a constant C indepen­
dent of y, and that, as a function of the second variable, l\\ is homogeneous 
of degree — n and with vanishing mean value on the unit sphere. According 
to the classical theory of Calderon and Zygmund [7, 6], these conditions are 
sufficient for the continuity in Lp, 1 < p < oo, of the associated singular 
integral operator.
Lemma 2.6. We have
1 _L /7 f]n
Proof. This follows by the same arguments used in the proof of Lem­
ma 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. Ki(y, z) is homogeneous of degree —n and with vanishing 
mean value on the unit sphere S, in the second variable.
Proof. Given A > 0, making the change of variable t = s/X in the defi­
nition of l\\ we have
Ki(y, Xz) = X " J 0 dt = X~nK]fy,z).
On the other hand, making the change of variable r = \/s in the integral 
defining K\ we have 
and therefore
dr da
which concludes the proof.
Remark 2.1. A different way of proving Lemma 2.7 is the following. 
Define
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Then proceeding as in that lemma it is easy to show that H(y, z) is homoge­
neous of degree —n + 1 in the second variable, and since K^fx, z) = dH/dzi 
the desired properties of Ki follow (see [1, p. 152]).
Remark 2.2. We have considered f such that \Qf = 0. However, the 
operator giving the solution u is defined for any f E L1(R”). It is easy to 
show directly that
(2.9) divu = /— in 12.
i?
Indeed, using the expressions for the derivatives given in Lemma 2.4 and 
observing that ^jj = 1 we obtain 
in 12,
and so we have to check that
n
Y.TB = 
7=1
in 12.
But 
(2.W) 
with
(2.11)
Now,
drn, x / x .— (y, z) = uj(y + z) + Zjg^y + z)
and so making the change of variable r = 1/s in (2.11) we obtain
= 5Z J ^(.y,r(x-yY)dr
7=1 3 7 = 1 1 3
OO zJ
= \ —[uj(y + r(x — y)rn]dr
J dr
= -w(®),
which together with (2.10) concludes the proof of (2.9).
Summing up the above results we obtain
Theorem 2.1. Let il be bounded and star-shaped with respect to a ball
B c 12. If f G Lp(12), 1 < p < oo, and \Qf = 0, then the function u 
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defined in (2.3) is in IF01’p(i2)ra and satisfies
div u = f in ft
and
llUll ■
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, it follows from the theory devel­
oped in [7] that the limit defining T\ exists and defines an operator which 
is continuous in Lp for 1 < p < oo. Then the boundedness of Tij in Uf 
for 1 < p < oo, follows from the decomposition Pfi = T\ 'p and the fact 
that T2 is continuous in Lp. Then, by duality, T*- is also bounded in Lp for 
1 < p < 00 and the proof concludes by using the representation for duj/dxi 
given in Lemma 2.4.
3. Weighted a priori estimate. A well known technique to prove er­
ror estimates in the L°° norm for finite element approximations is based on 
the use of weighted norms (see for example [8] and references therein). In 
particular, weighted a priori estimates related to the equation being consid­
ered are needed when this approach is used.
For finite element methods for the Stokes equations, a general error anal­
ysis for the L°° norm has been given in [9]. The results obtained there are 
based on a weighted inf-sup condition or, equivalently, on a weighted a priori 
estimate for a solution of the divergence operator. The proof of this estimate 
given in [9] is restricted to the 2-d case while the rest of the arguments can 
be easily extended to three dimensions.
Here we will show that this weighted a priori estimate can be derived 
from our result of the previous section together with a weighted estimate 
for general singular integral operators given by Stein [15]. Our result holds 
in any dimension. In particular, the general error analysis given in [9] can 
be extended to the 3-d case.
In order to state our result we need first to introduce some notation.
Let O<0<l/2bea parameter and
a(rc) = (|rc — a?o|2 + 02)1/2
where Xo is a fixed point in the domain 12. We are interested in the following 
result (see Lemma 2.2 in [9]):
Given f G End u G ^(i?)” which is a solution of
div u = f in 12
such that
|Vu(rc)|2crra(rc) dx < C*|log $|2 |/(rc)|2crra(rc) dx
with the constant C independent of 0 and x®.
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In order to prove this estimate we will use the following general result 
of Stein [15]. In the statement of his theorem, Stein considered an operator 
associated with a kernel of the form K(x,y) = H(x,x — y)/\x — y\n, i.e., 
such as that associated with Ty. Since we are interested in estimates for 
T*j we could apply his result to and proceed by duality. However, it is 
interesting to remark that his result does apply directly to T*-. Indeed, his 
proof only uses the fact that \K(x, y)\ < C/\x — y\n and so, in the particular 
case p = 2, the main theorem given in [15] can be stated as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Let
Tf(x) = lim J K(x,y)ffy) dy
E—A) J
\y—x\>e
and assume that there exist constants A2 and A such that
< A2||/||L2(Rn) and \K(x,y)\ <
Then, for —n < a < n,
\Tf (x)\2aa(x) dx < C2 \f(x)\2cra(x)dx
Rn Rn
where Ca is a constant independent of xo and 0.
Remark 3.1. The theorem given in [15] is for the weight |rc|“ instead 
of <7“. However, it is easily seen that the arguments apply for the weight 
(|rc|+0)“ (see the proof on p. 254 of [15]). Indeed, for 0 = 1 this was observed 
by Stein in his book [16, p. 49]. On the other hand, by translation, it is clear 
that the weight can be replaced by (|rc — rco] + Of" (which is equivalent to 
<7“), with a constant which is independent of 0 and Xq.
In order to make an extrapolation to the limit case a = n we need to 
know the dependence of the constant Ca on a. Although this dependence 
is not given explicitly in [15], it is easy to infer from the proof that, for 
0 < a < n,
(3.1) Ca = n — a
with C independent of a. Indeed, the restriction a < n is used in the proof 
only to bound the integral (see formula (6) in [15, p. 252])
1/2
J |1 - A-^IA^2"1 dA
0
where (3 = a/2, and it can be easily checked that the constant Ca behaves 
like this integral and therefore (3.1) holds.
We can now give the main result of this section.
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Theorem 3.2. If ft is bounded and star-shaped with respect to a ball 
B c 12 then, for f G Ixffl), there exists a solution u G //(' (" of divu = f 
{given as in (2.3)) such that, forO < 0 <1/2,
|Vu(rc)|2crra(rc) dx < C|log $|2 |/(a)|2crra(a) dx
with C independent of 0.
Proof In view of the representation 
dui 
dxi — Tfjf + wiijf
given in Lemma 2.4 and recalling that uJij is a bounded function, it is enough 
to show that
J \T*j f (Pf2 an (x) dx < C|log$|2 \f{x')\2an{x')dx.
But from the previous section we know that 7/* satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1. Therefore, for any 0 < a < n we have
J \Kjf(xf)\2<7°fx') dx < |/(ir)I2cr"(;r) da?.
Actually, we would have the integrals over all R” but we recall that the f 
is extended by zero outside 12.
Now, since 12 is bounded and so r' is also bounded, we have
J \Tijf{x')\2crn{x') dx < C \T*jf{x')\2cra{x') dx
- (n 5a)2 i \f(z)^a(z)dx,
and observing that ar' " < 0!' " we obtain
|7/*/(a)|2ara(a)da < en_a^_ay J |/(a?)|2cr^(a?) da;.
Then given 0 < 0 < 1/2 we can take a such that 0 < a < n and n — a = 
l/log(l/6*) to obtain
J |7)*/(a?)|2<7ra(a?) dx < C|log$|2 \f{x)\2(jn(x)dx,
si si
concluding the proof.
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